Grading greens: A super's report card

by James F. Moore

A course is approaching 100 years old. From the members' perspective, the topography is interesting, the layout challenging, and the mature plantings picturesque.

For the superintendent, the course's charm translates into small pushup greens with poor drainage, subpar soil mixes, and a heavy poa annua population. Those mature plantings impede air movement and block light to greens.

Meanwhile, heavy play spells disaster for greens with limited surface area and few entrance and exit points.

Greens built more than 40 years ago are especially a maintenance challenge. No matter how knowledgeable or skilled the superintendent, some greens will never perform really well.

The rough part is explaining that to members who know only that the greens don't look as good, or play as well, as at the course across town.

When one or more greens are chronically ailing, it's usually the result of a combination of stresses rather than one factor.

Invariably, green committees and memberships want to look for a single cause to the problem — and a single, preferably quick fix.

Often, that quick fix is to rebuild the problem greens. Sometimes this is appropriate. But far too often a great deal of money is spent — and inconvenience endured — to end up with a green that performs only marginally better than the one that was plowed under.

The new green may have a well-drained root zone and new grass, but it's still plagued by inadequate light, poor air movement, limited cupping area, too few entrance and exit points, etc. It's only a matter of time before those stress factors become just as damaging to that new USGA-sped green as they would be to the old pushup soil green.

Then, when the new green doesn't perform up to expectations, fingers are pointed at the superintendent, the USGA method of construction, the architect, or the grass selection.

The moral is this: Superintendents must educate their green committee and membership about the tenets of integrated turf management (ITM): The essential process of identifying and addressing all the stresses a green endures.

Critical to the long-term health of any turfgrass stand, this process enables superintendents to find ways to bolster the overall quality of a green, despite certain stress factors or problems that, for one reason or another, can never be completely eliminated or corrected.

For instance, a superintendent discovers a high nematode count on a green. A lawn may place a tremendous amount of physiological stress on turf. But many of the more effective chemicals of the past are no longer available.

With the less-potent, short-lived products that remain, complete control is unlikely. The only alternative is to reduce the overall stress on that green by such methods as removing trees to provide additional light, or raising the cutting height.

Although the nematode population may remain the same, its ill effect on the health of the green is greatly reduced. This is ITM.

Even if chemical treatments could eliminate nematodes entirely, it would still be a mistake to only apply the nematocide and ignore the remaining stress factors.

All must be addressed to ensure the long-term health of your green.

To help assess the stress factors, I've developed a rating sheet that allows superintendents to graphically depict — for them and their green committees — the degree of impact that various stress factors may be having on each green.

It's not unlike a school report card that allows the superintendent to assign a grade (A, B, C, D, F) to each stress factor.

A key component of the report card is space to assign a grade to each green's performance over several seasons. This overall grade will indicate the combined impact of the various stresses and illustrate which greens deserve the most immediate attention.

Once the greens are graded, the next step is to try to rate poor grades.

A superintendent may not be able to elevate each stress grade to an A. But a slight improvement in three or four factors will result in major overall improvement.

Consider, for example, a green with a C for overall performance. Judicious pruning of the trees adjacent to the green might improve the grades for sunlight, air circulation and root competition.

Although removing the trees entirely might bring the grades up further, this may not be possible without destroying the aesthetics of the hole. Nonetheless, elevating the rating for each of the stress factors will improve the green.

Better still, the overall grade can improve if ropes or signs can help give walk on/off patterns a higher rating, the superintendent use deep aerification to bring up the internal drainage rating, and reposition irrigation heads to elevate the irrigation coverage rating. This is ITM at its best.

When using the rating sheet, involving green committee members and golfers in the grading process can be crucial.

If nothing else, it helps drive home the point that successful greens management requires their support and understanding — particularly when it comes to removing trees, raising cutting heights, and controlling traffic.

And perhaps more important, it demonstrates that certain greens will never perform extremely well no matter what you do.
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Pennsylvania council donates $225,000

The Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council has announced allocations of funds to the Pennsylvania State University for the 1995-1996 fiscal year. With its $225,000 research grant, the council has now donated more than $1 million to Penn State over the past eight years.
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